An electrophoretic capture method for efficient recovery of rare sequences from heterogeneous DNA.
It is difficult to isolate rare, PCR-quality DNA from specimens containing large quantities of nonspecific DNA from multiple sources (heterogeneous DNA). Extracting human DNA from stool for colorectal cancer (CRC) screening tests exemplifies this technically challenging sample preparation problem. The stool matrix is complex, the DNA composition heterogeneous, and CRC-associated mutated DNA is rare. This report describes a novel solid phase DNA sequence-specific hybrid capture sample preparation method: the reversible electrophoretic capture affinity protocol (RECAP). We show that RECAP, compared with other methods, is capable of extracting linearly increasing amounts of human DNA from increasing amounts of total stool DNA in a manner that avoids co-purifying PCR inhibitors. RECAP thereby increases the yield of rare mutated DNA molecules and thus increases the detection sensitivity for CRC-associated mutations.